
 

Knightsen Town 

Community Services District 

P.O. Box 763 

Knightsen, Ca 94548 

 

April 11, 2019        SENT BY CERTIFIED MAIL 

Steve Ohmstede 

PO Box 100 

Knightsen, CA 94548 

 

Dear Steve: 

The Knightsen Town Community Services District will soon be setting the KTCSD parcel tax rate for 

next year.  Measure Z which established the District in 2005 stated that the maximum amount of the 

annual tax cannot exceed $200 per developed parcel and $100 per undeveloped parcel.  Measure Z also 

included a Consumer Price Index (CPI) clause that permits the District to increase the tax each year.  

Initially and for many years thereafter, the tax rate was set at $50 per developed parcel and $25 per 

undeveloped parcel.  In 2017, while you were Board Chairperson, the tax was increased to $200 per 

developed parcel and $133 per undeveloped parcel. 

A community member raised a question about whether the wording in Measure Z permitted such a 

substantial increase well in excess of the CPI increase.  Specifically the question related to the wording in 

Measure Z that states, “The maximum amount of the annual tax cannot exceed $200 in the first fiscal 

year of the District’s existence for each developed parcel and $100 for each undeveloped parcel.   In 

subsequent years the District cannot increase the special tax by more than inflation as measured by 

the annual change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI).”  Given this language, the resident asked how 

it was possible for the Board to implement a four-fold tax increase. 

We have investigated this question and we asked Francisco and Associates about this.  Joe Francisco 

responded that the increase was “in conformance with the intent of the measure,” but he also said, “If we 

need legal clarification we would need to ask County Counsel.”  We also asked LAFCO about this 

question since LAFCO wrote Measure Z.  Lou Ann Texiera, LAFCO Executive Officer responded that 

they do not have a “definitive answer.”  She stated, “the interpretation of tax measures can be complicated 

as well as the subject of legal action.”   

Researching the KTCSD District files we found an entry in the minutes for the July 7, 2016 meeting 

which sheds light on this question.  On page 3, item #3, the minutes state, “Chairman Ohmstede had 

Supervisor Piepho’s look into the agreement and they would have been able to raise it to the max of 

$250 (I believe this should read $200) within the first six months of formation but at this time they 

can only raise it two percent without going back to the community for a vote.”  (7/7/16 Minutes 

enclosed). 
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In light of this information, it appears the Board was limited to only increasing the tax by the amount of 

the year-to-year CPI.  Nevertheless, about a year later the tax was increased to $200 (developed) and $133 

(undeveloped).  

Our question is what other information regarding the tax matter came to the Board’s attention 

between July 7, 2016 and June 1, 2017 when the KTCSD Board increased the tax?  We would 

presume that the prior Board must have obtained some reliable information that allowed them to increase 

the tax in excess of the annual CPI, however we have been unable to locate any such documentation in the 

District files. 

As stated previously, the current KTCSD Board needs to set the tax rate for next year.  Any information 

you can provide us on this matter will be vital with regard to assisting us in our decision.  Please respond 

as soon as possible, but no later than May 1, 2019. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Trish Bello-Kunkel 

KTCSD Chairperson 

 

Enclosure: 

July 7, 2016 KTCSD meeting minutes 

 

 

 


